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ABSTRACT Delayless individual-weighting-factors sign subband adaptive filter (IWF-SSAF) algorithms
with a band-dependent variable step-size (BDVSS) were recently introduced to achieve a robust convergence
performance against the impulsive interference and to avoid an undesirable signal path delay in subband
systems. In this paper, we develop a block implementation of the delayless IWF-SSAF algorithm designed
for an active impulsive noise control (AINC) system. With the block-processing approach, the proposed
delayless block IWF-SSAF algorithm can be implemented more efficiently than the original delayless
algorithm regardless of number of subbands, which is verified through the computational analysis. Fur-
thermore, an improved BDVSS version (I-BDVSS) is also proposed by using the multiple auxiliary past
gradients, which are given for each band by the block-processing. Finally, the simulation results illustrate
that the proposed delayless block IWF-SSAF algorithmwith the I-BDVSS, even requiring less computational
burden, can achieve a better convergence performance than the original delayless algorithm with the BDVSS
under severe impulsive noise control environment.

INDEX TERMS Delayless structure, individual-weighting-factors sign subband adaptive filter, block
implementation, active impulsive noise control, band-dependent variable step-size.

I. INTRODUCTION
Adaptive filter (AF) algorithms have been utilized in numer-
ous applications such as system identification, signal predic-
tion, and array processing [1]–[8]. Some applications such
as acoustic echo cancellation (AEC) and wideband active
noise control (ANC), demand very long AF with high com-
putational complexity, which restricts its use in small and
low-cost audio devices, e.g., earbuds. In addition, the AF
with many taps also suffers from slow convergence for highly
correlated signals. Subband AF (SAF) has received much
attention for low computational complexity and fast conver-
gence, whereby whitening signals are processed with lower
order subfilters at a lower decimated sampling rate.
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However, traditional SAF techniques accompany unde-
sirable band-edge and aliasing effects [8]. As an attractive
approach to addressing both issues, a novel SAF algorithm,
called a normalized SAF (NSAF), was introduced by employ-
ing subband input signals without decimation into fullband
weight update to alleviate the aliasing effect and by using
a critically sampled structure to mitigate the band-edge
effect [9]–[11]. The NSAF yields faster convergence than
the normalized least-mean-square (NLMS) algorithm, but
requires almost the same number of multiplications.

Several variants of the NSAF have been proposed under
different backgrounds. Firstly, when impulsive interference
occurs, the performance of the NSAF can be seriously dete-
riorated due to its `2-norm based nature. To resolve the
problem, a sign SAF (SSAF) was introduced by incor-
porating a `1-norm based minimization into the NSAF
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structure [12]. Furthermore, the convergence performance
of the SSAF can be enhanced by adopting various vari-
able step-size (VSS) schemes [13]–[17], and by fully uti-
lizing the decorrelating property of the SSAF which leads
to an individual-weighting-factors SSAF (IWF-SSAF) [18].
In addition to the SSAF based algorithms, several M-estimate
based NSAF algorithms and their variable step-size (VSS)
schemes have been also presented to improve the robustness
of the NSAF against the impulsive noise [19], [20]. Sec-
ondly, the NSAF structure has an undesirable signal path
delay caused by analysis and synthesis filters, which may
lead to restrictive usage of the NSAF in real-time applica-
tions. To tackle the issue, two novel delayless structures (i.e.,
open-loop and closed-loop schemes) were proposed for the
NSAF and they have been successfully applied in various
real-time systems [21]. Recently, by associating the robust
IWF-SSAF [18] with the delayless NSAF structures [21],
the delayless IWF-SSAF algorithms [22] were presented to
overcome both aforementioned difficulties and their efficacy
was verified in several impulsive interference environments
including active impulsive noise control (AINC) applications.

In this paper, we develop a block implementation
of the delayless closed-loop IWF-SSAF algorithm [22],
designed for the AINC systems. In the proposed algo-
rithm, the block-processing with the overlap-save tech-
nique is employed to update the weight, which reduces the
required computational complexity. Especially in the block-
processing, multiple auxiliary past gradients are available for
each subband, which leads to an opportunity to introduce
an improved BDVSS algorithm (I-BDVSS) than the original
BDVSS one [22], in terms of the averaged noise reduc-
tion (ANR) performance. The effectiveness of the proposed
delayless block algorithm is validated using a symmetric
alpha stable (SαS) distribution, whose real impulsive noise
examples include heavy machinery in industrial setup, traffic
noise, gun shot and explosion, noise in MRI room, and so
on. Therefore, the proposed delayless block algorithm can be
employed to reduce such various impulsive noises.

This paper is organized as follows: We first present a
review of related work in the context of AINC in Section II.
Then, the modified delayless closed-loop IWF-SSAF for the
AINC is briefly introduced in Section III. In Section IV,
its block implementation and improved BDVSS (I-BDVSS)
algorithm are proposed along with the computational anal-
ysis. In Section V, several simulation results are provided
under impulsive noise control environments to verify the
convergence performance. Finally, concluding remarks are
given in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK
Several modified filtered-x least mean squares (FxLMS)
algorithms have been presented for the AINC application.
There are two main approaches. First, since the second order
moment does not exist for the SαS distribution, the widely
used FxLMS algorithm cannot give a stable convergence per-
formance [23], [24]. Therefore, the problem of minimizing

the lower fractional order moment p < α has been introduced
for theAINC system to improve the robustness of the FxLMS,
which results in filtered-x least mean p-power (FxLMP)
algorithms [23]. Here, α controls the impulsive nature. Sec-
ond, the peaky reference/error signals are truncated with a
threshold value because the weight can be largely fluctuated
by the peaky samples during the weight update due to the
modelling error, which finally degrades the convergence per-
formance [25]. However, the aforementioned two approaches
should estimate the value of α or the reference/error signal
statistic to determine the threshold value, which may not be
available in practice.

Recently, the delayless IWF-SSAF algorithm with the
BDVSS [22] was proposed for the AINC application. Unlike
the aforementioned two approaches, the delayless IWF-SSAF
was derived by adopting the robust `1-norm based optimiza-
tion criterion. Furthermore, from the experiments performed
in [22], the improved ANR performance was also obtained
when compared with that of the above two conventional
AINC approaches and their combinations. In this paper,
the efficient implementation of the delayless IWF-SSAF [22]
is developed by using the block-processing, which can be
applied especially for small and low-cost devices such as
earbuds.

FIGURE 1. Delayless closed-loop IWF-SSAF structure modified for the
AINC applications.

III. MODIFIED DELAYLESS CLOSED-LOOP IWF-SSAF FOR
AINC APPLICATIONS
Fig. 1 illustrates the delayless closed-loop IWF-SSAF modi-
fied for the AINC systems [22]. The desired signal d(n) is the
output of the primary path P(z) with the reference signal u(n)
as its input. In addition, N is number of subbands and k is a
decimated sequence of n by a factor of N . Then, if W (z) is
modelled by a finite impulse response (FIR) filterw(k) of the
length L, its output y(n) can be written as y(n) = wT(k)u(n)
and error e(n) can be expressed as follows:

e(n) = d(n)− s(n) ∗ y(n), (1)
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where u(n) = [u(n), u(n − 1), . . . , u(n − L + 1)]T, s(n) is
the impulse response of the secondary path S(z) with the
lengthM , and ∗ denotes the linear convolution operation. The
filtered-x signal û(n) is obtained by filtering u(n) through the
estimated secondary path Ŝ(z). Then, û(n) and e(n) are split
into subbands via the analysis filter Hi(z), which leads to the
subband signals, ũi(n) and ẽi(n), respectively. The IWF-SSAF
weight update [18] is given as

w(k + 1) = w(k)+ µ
N∑
i=1

ũi(k)sgn(ẽi,D(k))√
ũTi (k)ũi(k)+ δ

, (2)

whereµ is a step-size, ũi(k) = [ũi(kN ), . . . , ũi(kN−L+1)]T,
ẽi,D(k) is a decimated sequence of ẽi(n) by a factor of N , and
sgn(·) represents the sign function.

IV. PROPOSED BLOCK IMPLEMENTATION WITH AN
IMPROVED BDVSS
A. BLOCK IMPLEMENTATION OF MODIFIED DELAYLESS
IWF-SSAF
Fig. 2 depicts a block implementation of Fig. 1. We employ
a block-processing with an overlap-save method to update
the weight. Here, the overlap rate is 0.5; thus, the weight is
updated in every L fullband samples.

FIGURE 2. Proposed block implementation of the modified delayless
closed-loop IWF-SSAF in Fig. 1.

Initially, the filtered-x signal û(n) is computed by using
2L-point fast Fourier transform (FFT) as follows:

ûf (n) = uf (n)� ŝf(n), (3)

where � represents the element-wise multiplication,
ŝf (n) = FFT{ŝ(n)}, and

uf (n) = FFT{[u(n− 2L + 1), . . . , u(n)]T}. (4)

Then, L new samples of û(n) are obtained by applying the
inverse FFT to ûf (n) and discarding first L samples. After
that, ũi(n) should be also computed in every L fullband sam-
ples due to the block processing of û(n) as follows:

ũi(n− l) = hTi û(n− l), l = 0, . . . ,L − 1, (5)

where û(n) = [û(n), û(n − 1), . . . , û(n − Q + 1)]T, hi is the
coefficient vector of the impulse response of Hi(z), and Q is
the length of hi.
It should be stressed here that with the block process-

ing, the weight of sign algorithms can be more efficiently
updated in the time-domain rather than the frequency-
domain. As shown in (2), the sign change of ũi(k) is only
needed without any multiplications in the sign algorithms; on
the other hand, the `2-norm based algorithms usually require
the computation of the correlation between the input and
error signals, and they can be more efficiently realized in the
frequency-domain.

Accordingly, the proposed weight update scheme is effi-
ciently implemented in the time-domain. Note that in (2),
the weight update is carried out per N fullband samples.
Therefore, there exist L/N number of the gradients in the
block processing per L fullband samples. As a result, the pro-
posed weight update scheme can be expressed as

w(m+ 1) = w(m)+ µ
N∑
i=1

L/N−1∑
j=0

ũi(k−j)sgn(ẽi,D(k−j))√
ũTi (k−j)ũi(k−j)+δ

, (6)

where m is a decimated sequence of n by a factor of L.
As shown in (6), L/N number of gradients are given for each
subband, which can be viewed as an averaged gradient and
represent the true gradient more accurately [26]. The pro-
posed delayless block IWF-SSAF algorithm is summarized
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Summary of the Proposed Block Implementa-
tion. e(k) = [e(kN ), e(kN − 1), . . . , e(kN − Q+ 1)]T

For n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
e(n) = d(n)− wT(m)u(n)
For k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , where kN = n,
ẽi,D(k) = hTi e(k), i = 1, . . . ,N

End
For m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , where mL = n,
uf (n) = FFT{[u(n− 2L + 1), . . . , u(n)]T}
ûf (n) = uf (n)� ŝf (n)
[û(n− L + 1), . . . , û(n)]T = IFFT{ûf (n)}(L + 1 : 2L)
ũi(n− l) = hTi û(n− l), l = 0, . . . ,L − 1

w(m+ 1) = w(m)+
µ

∑N
i=1

∑L/N−1
j=0

ũi(k−j)sgn(ẽi,D(k−j))√
ũTi (k−j)ũi(k−j)+δ

End
End

B. IMPROVED BAND-DEPENDENT VARIABLE STEP-SIZE
An `1-norm based band-dependent variable step-size
(BDVSS) algorithm [22] was introduced to improve the
convergence of the original closed-loop IWF-SSAF. In this
section, its improved BDVSS version (I-BDVSS) is proposed
by exploiting the several past gradients for each subband,
as shown in (6).
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TABLE 1. Computational complexity of the proposed block implementation, in terms of number of real multiplications and additions per one fullband
input sample.

The proposed I-BDVSS algorithm is derived by extending
the `1-norm based minimization criterion [22], [27] to the
multiple past gradients. Initially, the i-th subband a posteriori
error ei,p(k − j) is defined as follows:

ei,p(k − j) = di,D(k − j)− ũTi (k − j)wi,j(m+ 1) (7)

wi,j(m+ 1) = w(m)+ µi(m)
ũi(k−j)sgn(ei,D(k−j))√

ũTi (k−j)ũi(k−j)+δ
, (8)

where di,D(k), defined for the open-loop scheme, is obtained
by filtering d(n) through the analysis filter and further dec-
imating it by a factor of N , µi(m) is an i-th band variable
step-size, and ei,D(k − j) = di,D(k − j) − ũTi (k − j)w(m).
In addition, (7) can be rewritten as follows:

ei,p(k − j) = ẽi,D(k − j)− µi(m) gi(k − j), (9)

gi(k − j) =
ũTi (k − j)ũi(k − j)sgn(ẽi,D(k − j))√

ũTi (k − j)ũi(k − j)+ δ
, (10)

Note that in (9), ei,D(k − j) is replaced with ẽi,D(k − j) to suit
the proposed closed-loop scheme [22].

Then, the I-BDVSS can be derived by minimizing the
`1-norm of the a posteriori error as follows:

µ∗i,j(m) = argmin
µi(m)

‖ẽi,D(k − j)− µi(m)gi(k − j)‖1

subject to µL ≤ µi(m) ≤ µU, (11)

where µL and µU are defined by the lower and upper bounds
of the step-size, respectively. By observing that (11) is a
piecewise linear convex problem as in [22], [27], its optimal
solution µ∗i,j(m) can be obtained by utilizing a similar numer-
ical procedure to [22] as follows:
(i) µ∗i,j(m) = ẽi,D(k − j)/gi(k − j)

(ii) µ∗i,j(m) =


µU, if µ∗i,j(m) > µU

µL, if µ∗i,j(m) < µL

µ∗i,j(m), otherwise.
However, µ∗i,j(m) may be increased due to the effect of the
impulsive noise as discussed in [22], [27], which degrades
the convergence. To prevent this possibility, the final step-size
µi(m) is scheduled to be monotonically decreasing by merg-
ing L/N number of µ∗i,j(m) for each subband as follows:

FIGURE 3. (a) Primary path and (b) secondary path used for the AINC
system.

(i) µi,0(m− 1) = µi(m− 1)
µi,j+1(m− 1) = βµi,j(m− 1)+ (1− β)

(ii) min{µ∗i,j(m), µi,j(m− 1)}, j = 0, . . . ,L/N − 1
(iii) µi(m) = µi,L/N (m− 1),

where β is a smoothing parameter. When the proposed
I-BDVSS µi(m) is combined with the proposed weight
update (6) including the averaged gradient close to the true
gradient, the proposed I-BDVSS algorithm can yield the
enhanced convergence, which is demonstrated in the simu-
lation results.

C. COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS
In Table 1, the computational cost of the proposed delayless
block IWF-SSAF algorithm is analyzed in terms of num-
ber of real multiplications and additions per one fullband
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FIGURE 4. ANR performance obtained by the original delayless algorithm with the BDVSS [22] and the proposed delayless block algorithm with the
I-BDVSS when (a) α = 1, (b) α = 0.8, (c) α = 0.6, and (d) α = 0.4.

TABLE 2. Computational complexity of the original delayless IWF-SSAF algorithm, in terms of number of real multiplications and additions per one
fullband input sample.

input sample. In the proposed delayless algorithm, there
are three main computational parts, i.e., (i) generating the
filtered-x signal û(n), (ii) subband signals (i.e., ũi(n) and
ẽi,D(k)), and (iii) the weight update.

To generate û(n), the proposed algorithm demands
2L-point FFT, its inverse FFT, and 2L complex multiplica-
tions for (3), which leads to 8 log2(2L)+8multiplications and
8 log2(2L) additions in total. In addition, QN multiplications

and (Q − 1)N additions are required for ũi(n), and Q mul-
tiplications and (Q − 1) additions are required for ẽi,D(k).
Also, the weight update needs 2L multiplications and 2(L−1)
additions.

On the other hand, the original delayless algorithm
demands the same computational burden as in the proposed
delayless algorithm except generating the filtered-x signal
û(n), as described in Table 2. The original algorithm should
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FIGURE 5. ANR performance obtained by the MNFxLMP [23] and the MTanh-Th-FrLMS [25] when (a) α = 1 and (b) α = 0.8.

require M multiplications and (M − 1) additions to compute
û(n) since û(n) is directly filtered through the long fullband
path Ŝ(z). Therefore, the proposed delayless algorithm can be
more efficiently realized than the original delayless algorithm
regardless of N since M � 8 log2(2L) + 8, e.g., 1024 �
8 log2(2 × 2048) + 8 = 104 for M = 1024 and L = 2048
(when considering the number of multiplications only).

Furthermore, additional computational burden required
by the proposed I-BDVSS algorithm is briefly analyzed

in Table 1. Initially, gi(k − j) =
√
ũTi (k − j)ũi(k − j) ×

sgn(ẽi,D(k − j)) can be computed without any further mul-
tiplications. Furthermore, as investigated in [13], µ∗i,j(m)
and the time-average scheme can be implemented with
1 and 2 multiplications, respectively. Therefore, the proposed
I-BDVSS algorithm requires additional 3 multiplications in
total, which is the same computational burden as required by
the BDVSS [22].

V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed delayless
block IWF-SSAF algorithm was verified by simulations.
In the simulations, similar settings as in [22] were used.
Specifically, u(n) was modelled as the SαS distribution with
α = 0.4–1. Its characteristic function can be expressed as

φ(t) = e−γ |t|
α

, (12)

where γ is a dispersion parameter and 0 < α < 2 is
the characteristic exponent. If γ = 1, the corresponding
distribution is called standard. In the standard distribution,
α controls the impulsive nature. That is, the lower α means
the higher impulsive noise, and vice versa. P(z) and S(z)
were respectively modelled as FIR filters with orders 512
and 192, as shown in Fig. 3 [28]. Note that Ŝ(z) was exactly
the same as S(z). W (z) was modelled by an FIR filter of
order 288. The averaged noise reduction (ANR) was adopted

as a performance measure [22], which is defined as

ANR = E{σd (n)/σe(n)}, (13)

where

σd (n) = λσd (n− 1)+ (1− λ)|d(n)| (14)

σe(n) = λσe(n− 1)+ (1− λ)|e(n)|. (15)

For a fair comparison, the same optimally tuned parame-
ters were used for the original BDVSS [22] and proposed
I-BDVSS, as listed in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Parameters used in the simulations.

Fig. 4 shows the ANR performance of the original delay-
less algorithm with the BDVSS [22] and the proposed delay-
less block one with the I-BDVSS when α = 0.4–1. For the
fixed step-size scheme, both algorithms yielded almost the
same ANR performance for all cases as expected (see green
and black lines of Fig. 4). Note that smaller α means more
severe impulsive noise control environment. Therefore, both
algorithms experienced a gradual performance degradation
as α is decreased. For the BDVSS scheme, the proposed
I-BDVSS algorithm, even with less computational burden,
achieved a better ANR performance in the steady-state for
all considered α when compared with the original BDVSS
algorithm (see blue and red lines of Fig. 4). Especially for
smaller α, i.e., more severe impulsive noise control envi-
ronment, the proposed I-BDVSS algorithm achieved higher
performance gain over the original BDVSS [22].

In Fig. 5, the ANR performance of the proposed delayless
block algorithmwith the I-BDVSSwas compared with that of
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some conventional algorithms aimed at impulsive noise con-
trol when α = 0.8, 1. The performance when α = 0.4, 0.6
was not included in Fig. 5 since the conventional AINC algo-
rithms exhibited unstable convergence performance. In the
simulations, two existing AINC algorithms, i.e., modified
normalized filtered-x least mean p-power (MNFxLMP) [23]
and fractional FxLMS algorithm with a modified tanh thresh-
old function (MTanh-Th-FrLMS) [25], were considered.
In the MNFxLMP, the parameter p was set to α − 0.01 as
recommended. In the MTanh-Th-FrLMS, the fractional order
was set to 0.65. Furthermore, in the modified tanh function,
the thresholding parameters were determined by [1, 99] per-
centile of the reference signal and the tuning slope parameter
was set to 2, as suggested. As a result, the MTanh-Th-FrLMS
obtained a better ANR performance than the MNFxLMP
for both cases. On the other hand, the proposed delayless
block algorithm with the I-BDVSS yielded a superior ANR
performance relative to the MTanh-Th-FrLMS.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a delayless closed-loop IWF-SSAF with an
improved BDVSS (I-BDVSS) is designed for AINC systems,
and its block implementation was developed. A computa-
tional complexity analysis was also performed, which reveals
that the proposed delayless block IWF-SSAF algorithm is
more efficiently implemented than the original delayless
algorithm regardless of number of subbands. Finally, it was
illustrated from the simulations that the proposed delayless
algorithm with the I-BDVSS, requiring less computational
complexity, can achieve the better ANR performance than
the original delayless algorithm with the BDVSS. As a future
work, we will consider the convergence analysis of the pro-
posed delayless algorithm to investigate the effect of the
averaged gradient under the AINC environment.
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